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Treasure hunt in Rome's Monti neighbourhood  and dinner  

 

• Location: Rome’s Monti and rooftop of the restaurant for the dinner at the end of the event  

• Duration: 5h (17:00 – 22:00) 

• Goals: Train team spirit while having fun in a unique location in the center of Rome 

 

 

• 17.00, Urban game to discover Rione Monti 

           

The team building will start in the heart of Rome, in its first ward... Rione Monti, are you ready to 

live a unique, fun, and unconventional experience?! Before starting, participants will be given 

personalized material useful during the treasure hunt. Last step before the fun begins, will be join a 

WhatsApp group to receive all the directions from the guide during the game. 

 

The meeting place will be in the center of the neighborhood, where the guide will wait for you to 

deliver a customized pack for this adventure. Through clues and puzzles you will discover this 

beautiful district, its artists and artisans and admire its most beautiful views! 

It will be an interactive game in which, through WhatsApp, you will send us the correct answers to 

our enigmas to continue the game and gain the final prize. 

The game will end at the restaurant where the dinner will be held 

Duration: about 2/3 hours 

 

• 20:00, Dinner with a view of Rome 
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A panoramic dinner to close the group experience. In an elegant location will be served a 3-course 

dinner with a unique view of Rome, including water, wine, dessert and coffee.A panoramic dinner 

to close the group experience. In an elegant location will be served a 3-course dinner with a unique 

view of Rome, including water, wine, dessert and coffee. 

 

 

Included:  

- Design, creation, and realization of the Urban Game 

- Customized pack with everything you need for the game 

- Person who will guide you during the game 

- Final prize 

- 3-course dinner with water, wine, dessert and coffee included  
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